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INTRODUCTION


This is the seventeenth monthly status report prepared by AiResearch


Manufacturing Company of California under Contract NAS8-32091 for the National


Aeronautics and Space Administration Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The


report summarizes activities from April I to April 30, 1978.


For simplicity in reporting, activities are reported by subject matter


rather than by WBS item number.


MEETINGS, REVIEWS, AND MAJOR EVENTS


Activities during April were as follows


a 	 A program review meeting was held at AiResearch from March 29


through April 4, 1978 (5 work days) with Mr James Clark of NASA


in attendance.


PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL


Site Activities


During April, the site and site equipment status charts requested by NASA


were generated as completely as possible. It was found that approximately 30


charts are necessary to outline the site and major subsystem status to the


requested depth of penetration. After further familiarization with the usage


of these charts, the number of charts possibly may be reduced to el'iminate


redundancy and render the charts more easily assimilated and more readily issued.


Site and Site Equipment Status Charts


The following charts were submitted in preliminary form in mid-April-

Chart I 	 Operational Test Site Status


Chart 2 	 Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (charts issued


for 3 3-ton heat pump sites and 2 75-ton heat pump sites)


Chart 3 	 Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (sample only)
 

Chart 4 	 Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (sample only)


Chart 5 	 GFE Delivery Dates for System Equipment @


Chart 6 	 Daystar Collector Delivery Schedule - 1978 0 
Chart 7 	 Site Equipment Disposition and Costs


Chart 8 	 Travel Budget for Future Site Visits


Chart 9 	 Heat Pump Delivery Schedule


(j) Blank form to be completed by NASA 
AIRESEARCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY A-i 76-13110(17) 
OFCALIFORNIA 
Status of Instrumentation System Planning Information (ISPI)


ISPI


Site Revision Remarks- -

Allaire Park, N.J. A Revision B in progress to revise liquid flow-
I meter ranges per SDAS remarks ( 
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. NC Revision A in progress, to be issued pending

receipt of information from SDAS personnel 
Harrisonburg, Va. -- To be started this month 
Novato, Ca. -- No action as yet, site recently reactivated 
St, Louis, Mo. -- No action, site not yet determined 
Los Angeles, Ca. -- No action, site not yet determined 
Houston, Tex. C Submitted April 25, 1978 
Las Vegas, Nev. C Revision D in progress to incorporate SDAS 
remarks (D and to revise schematic
 

Program Documentation


The following documents were prepared in accordance with the requirements


of Appendix A of the statement of work.


a. 	 Sixteenth Monthly Status Report 76-13110(16), dated April 10, 1978


(DR500-11).


b. 	 Quarterly Contractor Financial Management Report (DR500-27).


Other publications were submitted during April to the parties listed as


tabulated below
 

SDAS comments were from Mr. George Mizell of IBM/Huntsville per telecon on


May 4, 1978.
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Submittal 
Date To Subjec 
4-4-78 J. Clark (NASA/MSFC), Muel 
Associates and F. Rushing, 
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 
ler Lawrenceburg, Tenn 
Forms 
. Site ISPI 
4-12-78 J. Clark Site and Solar System Status Charts 
4-25-78 J. Clark and E. Samfield, 
Univ. of Houston 
Houston Site ISPI, Rev. C 
4-26-78 J. Clark Solar Energy Usage Table 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT


The activities reported below involve heat pump component design,


fabrication and testing, and heat pump package development.


Component Design, Fabrication and Test


1. Turbomachine


(a) 3-Ton Unit


Cooling tests have been completed on the 3-ton test system. The system
 

was operated in the motor-driven and the turbine-driven modes with performance


results as predicted. The plumbing changes underway on the prototype unit at


Dunham-Bush will not be incorporated in the test system and all subsequent


system testing will be conducted at the Harrisburg, Va. facility. Two turbo­

compressors have been shipped to support the test effort.


(b) 25-Ton Unit


Testing in the heating mode at speeds from 35,000 to 40,000 rpm resulted


in contact between the rotor and motor stator. Analysis indicated that the


rotor-stator clearance was marginal and a stator has been reworked to increase


the gap to 0.020 inches. This unit will be assembled and tested early inMay.


(c) 75-Ton Unit


Testing of the unit continued through the month with various bearing


modifications. The final configuration is an assembly which provides an


0.005 in.,radial sway space inthe journal bearings. (Tests were conducted


with 0.003 and 0.007 in.sway spaces.) A unit has been completely assembled


and tested to 22,000 rpm. It will be sent to Dunham-Bush the first week in


May.


Unit No. 2 is being assembled and will be available for test late in May.


MANUFACTURING COMPANY A-3 76-13110 ( 7) 
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2. 	 Motor Controller


(a) 	 3-Ton Controller


Tests are being conducted on the heat pump package at Dunham-Bush.


(b) 	 25-Ton Controller


System testing of this controller Is continuing. Investigation of the
 

motor mechanical problems is still in progress,


(c) 	 75-Ton Controller


Controller No. I has been tested at 90 percent speed with an unloaded


motor. At that speed, uneven margin times were observed in the inverter


devices. This problem will be investigated further when another motor


becomes available. I


Controller No. 2 is 95 percent complete.


3. 	 System Controller


The interface unit between the system and motor controller has been


modified to output the motor speed signal only after the motor controller


ready signal is received.


4. 	 R-11 Liquid Pump


(a) 	 3-Ton Unit


Three pump units were delivered in March. Testing is now at the sub­

system level.


(b) 	 25-Ton Unit


Parts have been received for three pumps. One pump has been assembled


and is in test.


Heat Pump Design, Fabrication and Test


1. 	 Design


As a result of continuing 3-ton unit testing, considerable recircuiting


is required. These changes will not be incorporated in drawings until tests


confirm no additional changes are required.


2. 	 Prototypes


The revisions noted last month have been made on the second of three


3-ton prototypes. This unit was cleaned with tricholoroethylene before


revisions.


76-13110(17)
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The motor control panel was reworked as a result of February-March tests.


The second 3-ton heat pump was reconfigured to eliminate restrictions at the


compressor inlet and discharge. The evaporator inlet manifold was divided into


four sections and 12 distributor tubes were incorporated for better flow dis­

tribution. Strainers were added at the turbine and compressor inlets.


3. Testing


Testing of the 3-ton system was resumed with the modified motor controller,
 

piping at the turbocompressor with reduced restrictions and a 12-tube evaporator
 

inlet manifold.


Operation with the force-cooled motor controller was normal and the


temperature levels were maintained within the expected range. The starting,


current limit and speed control functions performed normally. Compressor


performance improved to the values obtained during the breadboard test as a


result of the plumbing changes. The 12-tube distributor improved refrigerant


distribution in the evaporator but not enough to provide the required system


cooling capacity. Discussion with the vendor and subsequent analysis has


resulted in a distribution system modification which will be incorporated for


testing which will resume in May.


Testing for the month was concluded when the turbocompressor could not


be restarted after shutdown. Teardown of the unit revealed oil and solid


particles which resulted in excessive starting torque. This contamination came


from the system heat exchangers which were not properly cleaned upon receipt


for test. Itwas resolved that all components would be thoroughly flushed with


trichloroethylene and that strainers would be installed at the turbomachine


inlets A secondary problem was uncovered in the motor controller when starts


were attempted with the high torque compressor. A new circuit will be installed


to disconnect power when motor start does not occur within a time limit to be


determined. This circuit will protect the controller in the event of compressor


failure.
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INTRODUCTION


This is the eighteenth monthly status report prepared by AiResearch


Manufacturing Company of California under Contract NAS8-32091 for the National


Aeronautics and Space Administration Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The


report summarizes activities from May I to May 31, 1978, except for site


status charts which reflect NASA comments received on June 6 and 7.


For simplicity in reporting, activities are reported by subject matter


rather than by WBS item number.


MEETINGS, REVIEWS AND MAJOR ACTIVITIES


A contract review meeting was held on May II, 1978 at AiResearch (Torrance)


with Mssrs. Bill Brooksbank, Larry Marshall, Jim Clark, Byron Crider and Claude


Dorning of NASA/MSFC in attendance. Contractual scope, financial status, hard­

ware development status and program schedule were reviewed in detail.


PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL


Site Activities


Deliveries of heat pumps were delayed 3 to 5 weeks (see Chart 9 of Appendix


A) due to rotor rub during development tests of the 3-ton unit turbocompressor


and the heat exchanger contaminant problem reported last month for the 3-ton


heat pump tests at Dunham-Bush. Deliveries of heat exchangers for the 75-ton


heat pump are also 2 months tardy, but schedule tightening is expected to


recover I month of this delay.


Site and 	 Site Equipment Status Charts


The site status charts previously submitted to NASA in mid-April were up­

dated on May 4 and again during a NASA-AiResearch program review meeting on June 6


through 8. The June updated charts are included in Appendix A of this report.


Chart I 	 Operational Test Site Status


Chart 2 	 Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (8 heat pumps)


Chart 3 	 Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (all sites except Los Angeles)


Chart 4 	 Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (all sites except Los


Angeles)


Chart 9 	 Heat Pump Delivery Schedule


Charts 5, 6, 7 and 8 presenting GFE delivery dates, collector delivery dates,


site equipment costs and future site visit travel budgets were deleted this month


since there were no changes from the previously submitted information.


Subsystems Updated


As a result of recent component and subsystem tests, various component


arrangement and plumbing changes have been made to improve overall performance.


During May the schematic diagrams for the subsystem and system have been


revised to reflect these changes. Figures I through 5 of this report present


these changes.
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Status of 	 Instrumentation System Planning Information (ISPI)


Site Revision 	 Remarks


Allaire Park, N.J. A Revision B submitted May 23, 1978 
Lawrenceburg, Tnn. NC Revision A submitted May 19, 1978 
Harrisonburg, Va. -- In process, awaiting air duct details from 
Dunham-Bush 
Novato, Ca. -- No action as yet, site recently-reactivated 
St. Louis, Mo. -- No action, site not yet determined 
Los Angeles, Ca. -- No action, site not yet determined 
Houston, Tex. C Submitted April 25, 1978, awaiting AIP from 
IBM/MSFC


Las Vegas, Nev. C Revision D submitted May 31, 1978.


Program Documentation


a. 	 Seventeenth Monthly Status Report 76-13110(16), dated May £0, 1978


(DR500-11).


b. 	 Quarterly Contractor Financial Management Report (DR500-27).
 

Other publications were submitted during May to the parties listed as


tabulated below:
 

Submittal 
Date To Subject 
5-I-78 IBM/MSFC Storage Tan 
H-TX-M2-3 
k Drawings H-TX-M2-2, 
5-1-78 	 Timmerman Engrg., Inc., Drawing 2101876 (of the 75-ton heat


Houston, Tex. pump turbocompressor motor controller)


5-19-78 	 J. Clark (NASA/MSFC), Mueller Lawrenceburg, Tenn. Site ISPI Forms,


Associates and F. Rushing, Revision A


Lawrenceburg, Tenn.


5-23-78 J. Clark, Mueller Associates 	 Allaire State Park, N.J. Site ISPI,


Revision B


5-31-78 	 J. Clark, R. Joeckel and Las Vegas, Nev. Site ISPI,


L. Borns 	 Revision D
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT


The activities reported below involve heat pump component design, fabrica­

tion and testing, and heat pump package development.


Component Design, Fabrication and Test


1. Turbomachine


(a) 5-Ton Unit


All activity has been at Dunham-Bush. One unit was returned because it


would not start repeatedly. Unit disassembly-revealed that one sensor had


become detached from its magnet.


Another unit was sent to Dunham-Bush. On the initial startup in the


system, an intermittent rubbing noise occurred at 60,000 rpm. This unit was


bench tested exactly as returned, to 75,000 rpm several times without noise.


A system problem associated with physical distortion is suspected, and a


fixture for testing the effects of distortion is being fabricated.


(b) 25-Ton Unit


The month was spent trying to determine the cause of the high speed


rubbing. The rubbing was time related. Upon disassembly, rubbing evidence


was very slight and not in the same location. Time vs speed is as follows:


35,000 rpm - I hr


38,000 rpm - 12 to 15 min.


40,000 rpm - 6 to 8 min.


This speed/time relationship was repeatable with various modifications.


Near the end of the month, a bench test run was made at 38,000 rpm. The


rub occurred after 7 min. The unit was disassembled within 5 minutes and it


was discovered that the tie bolt and magnetic rotor were extremely hot and


that the lock-up torque was essentially zero. (Tie bolt and rotor temperatures


were approximately 200 0F.) It was concluded that there is self-induced heating


in the rotor causing excessive tie bolt temperature and loss of lock-up. Increased


lockup was attempted with the identical unit. No rub occurred in 14 minutes.


Immediate disassembly produced evidence that this new lock-up torque (600 in.


Ib) should be sufficient. The unit has been rebuilt and is being Installed In


the system for tests under load.


(c) 75-Ton Unit


Unit No. I has been shipped to Dunham-Bush. Unit No. 2 is assembled and


in the electric laboratory for test.


76-1311io(18)
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2. 	 Motor Controller
 

(a) 	 3-Ton Controller
 

Tests are being conducted on the heat pump package at Dunham-Bush.


(b) 	 25-Ton Controller


System testing of this controller is continuing. Investigation of the


motor mechanical problems is still in progress.


(c) 	 75-Ton Controller


Investigation of uneven margin times in the inverter at high motor speed


is continuing.


Controller No. 2 ;s 95 percent complete.


3. 	 System Controller


The interface unit between the system and motor controller has been modi­

fied to output the motor speed signal only after the motor controller ready


signal is received.


4. 	 R-11 Liquid Pump


(a) 	 3-Ton Unit


Three pump units were delivered in March. Testing is now at the subsystem


level.


(b) 	 29-Ton Unit


Parts have been received for three pumps. One pump has been tested and


shipped to Dunham-Bush. Flow rate for this unit was slightly low because of


internal leakage. Rework of this pump (and the remaining two) is being held


in abeyance pending system test evaluation.


Heat 	 Pump Design, Fabrication and Test


I. 	 Design


The 3-ton plumbing changes reported last month have not been evaluated


due to the compressor starting problems presently under investigation. Drawing


changes will be deferred until testing confirms that no additional changes are


required.


76-13110(18)
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2. 	 Prototypes


Two 3-ton heat pump packages are assembled and available for the test


program. A 25-ton package is partially assembled, ready for installation of


the turbocompressor next month. The 75-ton systems are waiting receipt of heat
 

exchangers by Dunham--Bush West Hart-ford now scheduled for June deI'iver .


3. 	 Testing I


Testing during May is described in the turbomachine tests section.


-
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APPENDIX A


SITE STATUS CHARTS (ATTACHMENTS)


Chart Title


1 Operational Test Site Status


2 Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Lawrenceburg, Tenn.)


2a Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


2b Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Allaire State Park, N.J.)


2c Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


2d Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (St. Louis, Mo.)


2e Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Los Angeles, Ca.)


2f Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


Zg Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)
 

3 Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Allaire State Park, N.J.)


4 Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Allaire State Park, N.J.)


3a Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Lawrenceburg, Tenn.)


4a Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Lawrenceburg Tenn.)


3b Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


4b Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


3c Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


4c Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


3d Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (St. Louis, Mo.)


4d Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (St. Louis, Mo.)


3f Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


4f Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


3g Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)
 

4g Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)
 

9 Heat Pump Delivery Schedule
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SITE -D 

PUMP
HARRISHEAT
HARRISONBURG VA. I TE-­

' SITE---------------------------i 
Ct 
ST. HEAT PUMP
 
ST. LOUIS, MO. I 
HEAT PUMP ­
= LOS ANGELES, CA. I SITE-----------------------7 
HEAT PUMP 

HOUSTON, TEX. JSITE 

6H 
LAS VEGAS, NEV. HEATTPUMP 

SITE___-I H 

H-Heat Pump Assembly, Test and Delivery to Site C-System Installation Checkout 

D-System installation Design T-System Test Operations

B-System Installation Bids I-System Installation 

SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL TEST SITE STATUS 

.OLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: -AiCLAWeFJrce.-'uezo 
OEVELOP£4ET/MFC. 
TASKS 
1.C,, -oantoee.-°t 
ARCX j 
I 2 3 i 
corn&J 
APRML 
3 
I NAY 
2 3 
JUNE 
1 3F ' I 
JULY 
2 
AJGUST 
I 3 
!SEPTEMBER 
Z I 2 3 1 -
-z..,= ,. 2. Turbo . .bnqtrS CComprleseI I I o rrPR 
. 
S. utan ad Pinl 
6. Wlring7 Asl ntblyHarde 
. Ca i a sti bly 
Subsv$o -oveigotef 
i. Cron hrole 
t 
s 
cot' ipceI 
C llttII Is 
Cm late 
4odl 
2 Scaring Scarcinot 
3. SoI na Coohing 
3. Moor Clthroelon 
6. Elctrnic andl 
7 Co'ssi or Calhbration 
S Turbine ahbrat~on 
10.Premur Cre 
13 Soaingo Stroling a'c 
I 
t 
I -
. H 
0 
IIo Pamso cos3. searingCoirol 
2. eatirg Cocltyo' 
S. MootlrCa pit 
g n 
OF' 
COnsg 
I 
int) 
I 
Pon:Y I I 
' I 
IQio', 
[' 
. Cooling Caci tyOO nign, 
5 . O vrV o ca . betiI 
6 Jnde Volte.+ Tast: 
7. Fr lure Drop ,t laced) 
1L FrewmnIniition 
3.Prytemtti i oirlr I' 
I'-'
______________________ 
AIRES£,ARCXMANUFACTURING COMPANY Afl.cui 1 
SCHART 2 z7 
. Date:HeainCpait_'f. 
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-4 
-SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UN IT:___ 3 2 ("4 - ,Sa:'uU ) 
?Well APRIL T AY JUNE JULY j AUGUST SEIPTiBR 
3 4 1 2 4 4 a 3 4 1 2 3 42 3 1TASKS 
X. C~Oiflt Oevelocuent 
L 'Turbo - Cpo~*ssc 
3. Full Current start Test 
ZFt ' 
11. Fabricatlon &Assembly 
1. Turbo * Cazorso 
2. ControIler 
3. Motor 
4. Heat - Exchanger, 
3. Oucting and Pipe 
6. Wiring 
7 AnWb arthdare 
Comoec 
Comp liee 
CompIota 
Complets 
Complec 
C= oZ4t. 
LUI. 
8. Chassis Assebly 
Subtystei Oev.4ooment 
I. Freon Charge 
2. Bearing Starting 
3. Searing ComIng 
A. Motor Cooling 
S. motor Callbration 
6. Electronic Stability 
7. Caressor Calibration 
B. Turbine Calibration 
9. Expansion Valy* Calibrtion, 
I. Pressure Drop 
11. Pum Controls 
(UR D 
IL Freon Inventory 
13. System, Controliler, Interface 
I. Neting Capcity (Design Point) 
2. Heting Capacity (Off Design) 
3. Cooling Capacity (Design Point) 
A. Cooling Capacity (Off O.t1gn) 
5. Over Voltage Test 
6. Under Voltage Test 
7. Fjluro Modes (Simulaed) 
8. Gipvern ectn tp on . 
V. Pr aration & Colfivry 
oflAIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY V Or'inal mnQtm 
OCALIFORNIA 0pechcdultd rrneStont 
--CHART 2d 
'-ate:B-14 ­
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: -5 (AtAiei) 
MAY IJUNE UtLY rAUGUST iSEPTIhEAEj "RCH APRILOEVELOPNENIT/NPG. 
 
4Ii 3 a' Z 3TASKS IZ jI Coonent Oevelotmeit I 
I1. motor i 
3. Full Current Start Test


I o.abrication & Asseotvt 
Cootlce 
1. Turbo - Comoressor 
 
2. Controller Cooplate


3. Motor C=.I.t.


4Heat - Excnangars Cone Oto


5. Ouscting and Pipe Carset  fl: 
6. Wring Co, leta


7. Asswb1g 4ardware


a Chassis Ass.ebly


ISI. Subsyste Oevekon'ent 
I Feeon Charge


2 gear'ing Star-cIng,


3. Saring Cooling


A Motor Cootung 
5. Motor Calibration I 

6.Electronic Stabty ,~ y 
I t 
7 Coressor Calibratlon


A Turbine Calibration


9 ,pansion Valv Caliorton


JO. Pressur. Crop


11 Pu-uoControls


12. Fren Inventory


13. Systin, Controller, Inter-aca


IV Suosvstwi Vanf~cac onII 
I Neat.n Capacity (Design Point) 
2. Meeting Capacity Off 0asigni


3 Cooling Cacacity (0Osign Point%


Cooling Capacity (Of. Oesign) j


5 Over Voltage Test IIJ


6. Under Voltage TestI


7. Falilure Modes (S'm latedi 
9.Gov.rnent Inspection 
V. Preocritin & Oelivery I


I AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY -- zschecuid miletone 
CF CALIFORNIA 
CHART 2 
Date: 
B-15 
------
OLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM


HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE


UNIT: 3-4 No vwro) 
MA 	 AUflUSTDEVELOP'tVJT/IIG 	 JMIARCH I APRtZIL JUNE JULV iSEPTEMBER 
TA XS 	 i 23 4 l 423 Z 3 4 I1 2 • , Z A , 23' 
2.Turbo . Compressor 	 O 
3. Full Curreti Start Tst J 
11. F.bra.Itzcin A A SsrI1


I. Trrbo - Czeresor


Z.Contro]le lr


3.motor 	 I l I 
5. oat-t..q an Pic 	 a.t 
6. Wiring and Pi a 	 I 
7 Aisufib tarowar. 
S. 	C0 S~t Assrfbiy 

S
u!Sbsvtr O00ret CCT j NOY V TflC. ,Ar-4 	 FrB
 
I ro.C'arg. 
2. Bearing StartingF 
3 Bearing CooIing 

A motor Cooling I 

5. m~otor Calibration 
6. Elactroi,,c Stability-. /'/ 7F LC' J
 AEQ 

7 Ca. Qrsaor Calibration


I. Turbine.Calibration 
9 !ns.on valve Caaslrt 
i
10 Preos,.re 
I3 Systa, control.mr, Inter'ao I 	 ii-

IIV. Sub"stan .rfficatl 

1.esting Canefity (O..,gn Point) j 	 I 
2. Nesting apacity 'of- Des gtC 

3. Coolin Caos.ity (Oeign pont, 

4. Cooling Caoacly (Of- Design,I 
S. Over Voltage TestI 

6 Under Voltage TestI 

7 Failure Nodas /fn
o l$ted 
1. dovc nvnTnsrcIactin 

V. Prsyttio I lve,1ry JSt 	 I 
OriinaCOMPANYMANUFACTURINGS AIRESEARCH 
Of CMJFORNIA n o (chtduled rflhe9tne


CHART 2C 
Dlate: 
B-16 
-SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM


HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE


UNIT 2sT- I(S-Lowji:) 
JUNE JUL ,AUGUST 1SEPTE$SERMUCH APRIL I M\OEVELOP INT/),. 
TASKS Z I z 5 I 2 Z 1 23 I 254 
I. Ciiee "tt.vtO. .rt, 
I. motor 
7. Turbo - CiIPressOr 
3 Pul Current Start Test 
COMPL 
I 
NA 
Ir 
IL Faoricaccr & AsseibIv 
I. T,.rbc - CcfirsSOr 
L Controller 
3. Motor 
& M i - E cnfngsrs 
:ZonIe t I 
ComtlaeI 
Cona.a j 
cop leate 
4.Oucn And Pipe 
a. iring 
7. AsswbliQ Hardware 
S. Chas,. , Ass4b ty 
I 
III. Subsvizn, vm ee' [__cT Nov OC1rAC FES IS1AR APR 
Icri 0 fl Charge 
2. Bearing Starting­
4 OBr Cooling -
3. Motor CalIbration I 
5. Electron. c Stability 
7 Coiwressor CalIbractio 
m 
I Turbine* Calibration 
9Expansion Valya Calibration~~A 
10. Pressure Drop 
11 Controls 
IL. F ao ftventor 
PAGE S 
I3 Sys:mn, Contro lor, Inter'ace 
IV SubSvs t V.,lfleat C 
I neing Caoac, y (Oesign Point) 
2. linq CaoacIty 'Of' O0Sgn 
5. Coolinmg Cabe., ty (D.0 , r Z.0nt 
A. Cooling cacity (Of' Design 
5. Over Voltage Test 
Under Voltace T t 
7. Fat lire Nodal tSj ilCIld) 
a.averran Irlsoa:icn 
I 
V. Prtzritlon & Delivery 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Of CALIFORNIA 
' 0 Crt~ mnaIrn's Rac e ued 
la*nL 
rit4n 
CHART 2d


Date:


B-17


.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT. ZS_-45 Am, sse') 
JUNE IULY AUGUST SEPtIA
AY
(MARCH N Pt
OEVELOPMENT/MFG.

TASKS I123 12 3 4 23412 2 3 1 Z 3 
1. COonent O.veloonrt


i. Koe' !.t4or )ac2u/) enT0 
L.Turbo - CmressorjI 
3. Full Current Start Test I 
11. Fabr t ,on & ssaiblv [ _ _ 
1.Turbo - C=er s r 2i ..... 
L. Contra I I
ltr 
 
4.5- mlt - Excnargers Colateuit t ' n d PipFe ¢ om l e tea 
. Wiring Coico
late
 I


7 A ib Ie I I I I


S.Chassis A$Ibv , 

111. Sub"st. 5nIrc ______I F-L-S "A7AU. APP. NAA'1 ufJ 
1. Fred Charge 
2. hIn Cooring 
3. S aring Cahng 
A. Motor CoolhngS. Motor ~aillhe.tli. 
6. Electronic StatlIity 2 J7 $EOJIR- D


7 Copressor Calibration I


S. Turbine CalibrationI I 
9 Exoansln V.ii Calibration I


Io Pressure 0ro 
 I 
I). Pun ControlsI IV.


IS Systmo, Conroller, Interslce I


1.He.ntinpcty (Dsg


2. Meeting Capacity 'Off Oe.ga)I 
3. Cooling Capacity 'Oes~on Point) II.-
A. Coli;ng Ca.aOICy (Of. Designi


L Over Voltage Teust


0. Under Voltage Test 
7. Jd)Failure Nodesl ftsta !
Icra. Govrmnent linntion 
V. Prectla anelvery
17 Origi~nal md*esinn, 
IRESEARCN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 0 2escheWds eaoro,nilOF CAUFORNIA uled 03 161S jqeaWrLJb6e ekpedied&' one monnhau8 the. ,.Louis un(r d elt 6-rb-adelaqie 

by cl-ange of sLpe 
CHART 22-
Date: 5-12-78 
B-l8 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: 75- (/Iw sA ) 
ARCX APRIL MAY JUNE 
 .JJY AGUT ISPTEIM9ERD~vELP~tr/FG. 

TASKS I z 3 z2 * 
 I 2 A j l 2 3 4 1 3 4 I 2 3 I 2 3 
I.Coooen ~vlea~ ________II 	 I I 
oatorI. 
2. Turbo - Coressor 
3. Full Current Start Test Camleb


.
11. 	 Fabrication & Asainbl. 
 
ij
1. Turbo - Cisotersor Cow.. 
I
Z. Conitroller Coet. 	 I 
a3. motor 	 Clete 
4. Meet - Lxchnger$ 
3.buctig end Pigst...


- I
6. Wiring 	 -- t 
I 	 I
7. Astwnb )a. Hlatr. 
______ 
­8. Chassis Asseebly 
Jr111. Subsystmn Dove!oomnt S P )Oc 
1. freoh Charge 
Z. Soaring Starting 
3. Soaring Cuoling I


otor CooIIng
A 
3. Mtor Calbratilon 
.i
6. Electronic StabilIty 
7. Coripmusor CillbretlooI 
-
S. Turbine Coibratlo 
9. Expansion ValVe Calibration --	 ORIxA QPAGX­j u z R oo Q t AL IT 1 0 . P r Drop 
11. 	 9-pControls 	 I I 
12. Freon Inwentory I 
_13. 	 Systm, Controllir, interface -, 
 
C I JM~4 -J-
IV. 	 Subsvsto, Verifcation 

1. frilling caityli~ (Design point) 
 -

L 	 t#Lng aity (Ofiiit) 	 _ 
3. Cooling Capacity (Des . n Point%		
­
4. Colinag Capacity (Of, Desilgn,


IS.Oiir volta~ Test.


i(odmlated)7. Failure 
8. Government Inspection 
V. freocrat Ion & Do liniy 
I6~~~II AIREStARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY V Oiia ietn 
OF CMiFORNIA V fA..chduled mikSbne 
"CHART 2AB-19 	 Date:_____-'7_ 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: 7 Z- (LAS VESAS) 
OVLOMNIIT/HFG.A MU/ACH j APRIL MAY JUNE UL- IAUGUST !SEPTISER 
TIKS O4veloI 3 1t.I I z 
1. M~otor 
2. Turbo - C-reo.ro ltic Po Ut 'en I


3 Full Current Start Test


I. 	Fabrication & Assemblv * I I 
I. turbo - Comressor Cone leo


. Controller Comas
let&


S. motor 	 Coinoiece


4 N st . Excintifgrs Coilo:: i


1 Outig o Pipe conv,lt*


6. Wl"rng Co Iolets 

7 Assebly $ard re I ­

8 	Chslsis Assebly 

tt40% Deecetac. A, p FAA,-%
111. Subsv iq O 
I r in Charge I 
?- Seain.g StartingI1 
rig C.	 Ioohng 

moo C. I
oling 
S. tr Calibration 
6. 	 Electronci Stability j 
7. Cosrsxor Clibralon o )2 	 SOVi E 
8. Turirne Calibration


9 Etanslon Valy. Calibration or2 	Q i I 
10. Pressure Orop I


I1 Pwwp Controls I I


12 Freon Inveto I


13. Sys m, ontroller, InteI 	 [


IV. 	 Subiviae Vrfi-cstcen 
1.meeting Cloacity (Design P014} . "I 
2. Neastng Camclty 'Of- Oeulga, 	 -i/ 
3. Cciog Caacty (Design Poin 	 - I! 
A. Cooling Cacacity (Of' Design, 
5. Over Voltage Test


6. Under Voltage Test


a. Go,.rvneiot Inboaction 	 0I 
&  Ocllvory	 IV. Proflcrt Dai  
I V 
-G~OuIoinQI miteston 
AIRE UARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY OFCAtFORNIA 0 isedfleduld mdestne 
CHART 29 
" Date, -2-7r 
B-ZO 
SOLAR HEATING ANDCOOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUDSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE .ALAAceC Srrz tqtp, e4/J 
JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
" Heat Peep 
(See Chart 1) 
* Collector S/S 
A 
I Develop Req~ts _­ - -....... . 
2 Delivery 
* Storage S/S 
I. Develop Specs. 
2 Procure 
__---_ 
COP i-Lt I 
-­ --
Vj 
3 Delivery _____ 
* Data 5/S 
I. Develop ISPi 
2 Review & Approve 
3. Procure 
4. Delivery 
* Systan Controller S/S 
I Manufacture, 
2. Ship to 0/B 
3 Delivery 
* DIN4- Preheater 
I Develop Specs e 
2. Procure 
- 3 Del ivery 
IAtIT ----­
i -L--- Y -
.LJA_­) 
1 
Lt#7h
ho 
Co j-­
__________ 
4_ 
--. 
-
_____ 
.. . . 
. 
L 
-
.. 
-
--.. -. 
0 
-­ .4-=.­. 
_ 
_-­
__ 
OTHIN MAJOR COMPONENTS 
* Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs 
2 Procure 
Con i-L. -_ 
_ __ 
0.­
3.De livery _ . .. . ... .. __ __ _­ - - -. 
o Auxiliary Heater 
. Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
j__-q_ -_ -­
_ ! 
___L1 
_ 
3. Deliver _ _ _ __ --
M4 
A Original milestone 
WCIo=C 
0 Rescheduled milestone * General contractor procured Item 
chart 3 
Datea ______ 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE A1-4.,A;2 -q fL 9, ,tJ 
IHSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG CONSTRUCTION/MOD 
JAM FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
I. Design 
a System Req. Inputs 
b Design Reviews 
2.Construction 
_-
C 
Co 
[.ra 
eri.Tr 
I 
, 
a Collector Interface 
b. Backup Syst Interface 
"----_--
I 
-­
-
-_r 
c. Other Equip Interface 
---­
__. _ ___ 
. 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
NN 
I.AlE Selection 
2 Sys Installation Design 
3, Select Contractor 
4. Install Collector S/S 
5 Install Storage S/S
6. Install DIM Preheat S/S 
__ _ 
_-__ 
........ 
_ _T_ 
. ...... 
___ 
. 
_ 
-
__-.­
--..--­_ 
_ -­
_ 
7 Install Data S/S 
8. Install Sys Control S/S -­ - -
-­ -­
9 Install Heat Pump S/S .. .. 
_­
-
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
I.Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field 
5 WIring C/O and Test 
4. Functional Test All Modes 
-­
-­
-­
-­
5 
6 
Instrumentation Verification 
System Turn-On 
.... 
7. System Acceptance Tests t. 
OPERATIONAL TESTING 
1. Data Acquisition 
2 Schedule Haintenance i t 
- ___ 
_1 
__ 
____ '" 
3 Performance Reports 
-
-
AN Original mlletoae 0 Rescheduled milestone 
Chart 4DateCiZ A 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE L71gWrat'OQ hit____ 
JAN FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
* Meat Puemp 
(See Chart I) 
* Collector S/S 
I Develop Reqnts - _­ _-_P­
2 Delivery 
a StoragL S/S 
I Develop Specs. 
2. Procu r 
. kf
-_ 
.. .... 
3 DelIvery 
D7te S/SI 
I Develop ISPI 
2 Review &Approve
3. Procure 
_ 
. . . 
_ 
. . . . . 
l _ 
..- . ----­ . 
-­
. . .. 
W 4. Delivery ----­ . - - _ . . . ___ 
* Systun Controller S/S 
I Manufacture bIP re_________________ ____ _____ 
2 Ship toD/D --.-. . 
3.De Ivery
* DFI4- Prelheater 
I.Develop Specs coAPL IL­ _ 
2 Procure --­ _ _­
3 Delivery­ __ __ _ 
OTHER MAJOR COM4PONENTS 
* Cooling Tower 
1.Develop specs COAI)PLL 6a 
2 Procure -­ - - - -s---____P__ __----__ -­
3 Delivery --­ __________ ____ 
* AuxilIary Meater 
I Develop Specs WAL/A -
2. Procure _ _. : 
3 Deliver 
A Original nsle~ton, 0 Rescheduled milestone * General .ontractorlprocured item 
chart 
Date z Z. 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE L-A5$wmL Eb/4, &-?JAI. 
INSTALLATION/OP ERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG. CONSTRUCTION/MOD 
JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
. Dsign Rv~s1I. oesign 
a System Req. Inputs
i . Desig n Reviews* 
--
COM1I 
C ) 
___LCTE 
"L TE. 
_ . .... ___ 
-
2. ConstructionI 
a. Collector Interface 
b. Backup Syst Interface 
c. Other Equip. Interface 
_ 
.­
__ __. 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
l1AM Selection 
2. Sys Installation Design 
3, Select Contractor 
4. Install Collector S/S 
Cob) Im-_._ 
_ 1 / .­
.IjL1A 
. 
--.. 
... __ 
. ... 
COMpEE­ -
N 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Install Storage S/S 
Install DI Preheat S/S 
Install Data S/S 
Install Sys Control S/S 
Install Heat Pump S/S 
__­ .... 
-
-­
- -­
.... 
-----
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
i. Leakage Test 
2 Balance Collector Field 
S. Wiring C/O and Test 
4 Functional Test All Modes 
__ 
-.... 
... 
._. 
_ 
5. InstrwoentatLion Verification 
6 
I 
Systas Turn-On 
System Acceptance Tests 
OPERATIONAL TESTING 
I.Data Acquisition 
2.Schedule Maintenance 
- -
3 Porformance Reports - A 
aFcw s 
A Original milestone ORescheduled mllostone 
chart £a 
oat. 6-12- 7 6 
SOLAR HEAT[NG AND COOL1HG SUBSYSTEMS


OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE


JAN FEB I APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NoV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
W 
N 
L" 
* Heat Pump 
(See Chart |) 
* Collector S/S 
I Develop Reqnts 
2 Delivery 
* Storage S/S 
I. Develop Specs. 
2 Procure 
3 Delivery 
* Data S/S 
I Develop ISPI 
2. Review & Approve 
3. Procuro 
4 Delivery 
* Systemn Controller S/S 
I.Manufacture 
2 Ship to D/D 
3 Delivery 
* DIM - Preheater 
- Cowi LeT. .. .. 
-A7_ 
Oo_j gy_ 
_ 
_ _---_­
_ 
(N A SA . . . _J 
C o__________ ____ 
_ 
- -___ 
-­-------J_--_ 
_ 
_,_____ 
.. . . . 
_____ 
_-_ 
--I -­
-­
........ 
_---_-­
____ 
-
__________ 
. . . 
____ 
_ _ 
I Develop Specs 
2 Procure 
3 Delivery .. 
OTHER MJOR COMPONENTS 
* Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs 
2 Procure 
3 . D e l i v e r y 
o Auxiliary Heater 
l Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
3 Deliver 
".00UCOMP 
941R--__ 
___________ 
. . . . _. 
-
t.2lLE_____ 
- -
-. 
- - -­
_ 
__ 
I --I 
A Original millestone Q' Rescheduled milestone 
. 
-­ - -
______ 
_____ 
-. 
_________ 
_ _ _ 
.. .. 
Chart 3' 
Date 
SOLAR HEATING ANDCOOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE ,d2esa . a A. 
IHSTALLATIO1I/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDOCONSTRUCTION/$OD 
IDesign 
JAMN 
-- CIV 
FES 
.C .t 
NM APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT KOV DEC 
.. System 
b. Design 
Req. Inputs 
Reaview 7 
: ._ 
2. Cons truction-­
a. Collector Interface / 
b. Backup Syst Interface 
c. Other Equip. Interface 
- -.. I 
. .. , L-
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
I A&E Selection 
2. Sys. Installation Design 
3, Select Contractor 
CO/)PL--­
CtOPL T 
_ 
1-1A 
4 Install Collector S/S ___ 
5. Install Storage S/S 
6. Install DIN Preheat S/S 
7. Install Data S/S _--_ 
I ...... 
14-/A i!;1-'­
8 Install Sys Control S/S 
9 Install Heat Pump S/S 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
1. Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field 
_ 
-
3 Wiring C/O and Test 
4. Functional Test All Nodes 
_ 
-
_ 
5 Instrumentation Verification 
6. Systa Turn-On 
7 Systen Acceptance Tests 
_ 
3 ---­ -
UPERATIONAL TESTING 
I.Data Acquisition 
2. Schedule Halntenanca 
3 Performance Reports 
flhP 
-
-
- -­
- -­ ___­
-
_­ - i ---­
F A flh91NCi AW..Original Hi lestone Rescheduled Milestone Cat& 
Chart .ADate 547 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL lEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE AVA-r..C,4L , 
JAN FES HAR APR KAY JUl JUL AUG SEF ocr Nov DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
" feat Pump 
(See Chart I) I____ 
* Collector S/S 
I.Develop Rewts COM -
2,Delivery -­ ____ 
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INTRODUCTION


This 	 is the nineteenth monthly status report prepared by AiResearch


Manufacturing Company of California under Contract NAS8-32091 for the National


Aeronautics and Space Administration Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The


report summarizes activities from June I to June 30, 1978, except for site


status charts which reflect NASA comments received on June 6 and 7.


For simplicity in reporting, activities are reported by subject matter


rather than by WBS item number.


MEETINGS, REVIEWS AND MAJOR ACTIVITIES
 

Activities during June were as follows­

* 	 A program review meeting was held at AiResearch on June 6 and 7, 1978,


with NASA/SFC representatives James Clark and Robert Gunner in


attendance. Site schedules and component delivery dates were the


major topic. (Revised site schedules from this meeting were included


in the May progress report.)


* 	 A system design presentation was made to representatives of the


Bonneville Power Authority, the owner of the Redmond, Oregon,


proposed site on June 8, 1978. (Redmond, Oregon, is an alternate for


the now-defunct Los Angeles light commercial SHAC site.)


* 	 Job Meeting No. 15 was held at Houston on June 15, 1978 with Mssrs.


Clark and Gunner of NASA and Mr. Paul Benson of AiResearch attending.


Itwas found that the storage tank was installed backwards to allow


easier access into the tank man-hole. AiResearch agreed with


Timmerman Engineers, Inc. to allow tank modification to permit instal­

lation of the horizontal temperature probes from the open side. The


DHW preheater was too high for this building. Itwas redesigned to


fit within the 19 ft allowable vertical space. Consequently, its


capacity was reduced by 25 percent.


A site owners meeting and heat pump review were held at Harrisonburg,


Virginia, on June 20 with Mssrs. Benson and H. Yee of AiResearch and


Mr. Clark of NASA present. Major items discussed were delivery


schedules, means to expedite component delivery, review of the ISPI


and the best way to return Houston site instrumentation erroneously


shipped to Dunham-Bush by IBM/Huntsville personnel.


0 
 A bid meeting was held for the Allaire State Park site on June 27,


1978, in preparation for selection of a contractor. All bids were


too high.
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Activities scheduled for the month of July include:


A quarterly review meeting at AiResearch on July 10 and II, 1978.
" 
 
" 	 A contractor/owner interface meeting with the Bohneville Power


July 	 12, 1918.
Authority regardihg a SHAC site at Redmond, Oregon, on 
 
on July 13,
A contractor/owner interface meeting at Novato, Calif., 
 
1978.


0 
o 	 A contractor/owner interface meeting at Houston, Texas, on July 20,


1978.


Site 	 and Site Equipment Status Charts


Site Status Charts I through 4 were updated on June 4 through June 8 at


the monthly program review meeting. At that time, it was decided to delete


Charts 5 through 8 since the dates and costs of these charts does not change


often. Chart 5 (previously Chart 9) the heat pump delivery schedule, in


contrast, is subject to frequent change depending on development test results).


This chart was updated on July 14, 1978 to reflect Dunham-Bush heat pump test


Charts I through 4 have not been updated to
estimates received early in July. 
 
agree with the latest information because of progress report time restrictions.


Charts I through 5 are included inAppendix A of this report.


Subsystems Updated


Figures I through 4 of this report were presented in last month's report,


They have been corrected to delete the cooling tower (which is not part of the


heating and cooling freon subsystem) and to denote that the collector, interchanger


and storage loops are not shown. In addition, Figure 4 (the Las Vegas sub­

system schematic) has been altered slightly at the auxiliary boiler to be con­

sistent with the site equipment A and E drawings.
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Status of Instrumentation System Planning Information (ISPI)


Site Revision 	 Remarks


Allaire Park, N.J. B Revision B submitted May 23, 1978. Called Mr.


G. Mizell of IBM-Huntsville on June 23, 1978


with updated air duct sizes at W400 and V1450.


Lawrenceburg, Tn. A 	 Revision A submitted May 19, 1978. Provided


Mr. Mizell with insulation thicknesses for each


system loop on June 23, 1978


Harrisonburg, Va. 	 Original version ISPI submitted June 27, 1978.


Novato, Ca. 	 No action as yet, site recently reactivated.


St. Louis, Mo. --	 No action, site not yet determined. 
Los Angeles, Ca. 	 No act'i'on, site not yet determined.


Houston, Tx. D 	 Submitted June 29, 1978, 4 temperature probes


and one flowmeter deleted, I wattmeter added to


measure R-I pump electrical energy.


Las Vegas, Nv. D 	 Revision D submitted May 31, 1978. Revision E


in progress to incorporate latest Houston site


instrumentation changes noted above.


Program Documentation


a. 	 Eighteenth Monthly Status Report 76-13110(18), dated June 9, 1978


(DRSO0-11).


B. 	 Quarterly Contractor Financial Management Report (DR500-27).


Other publications were submitted during May to the parties listed as


tabulated below:


- Submittal 
Date To Subject 
6-15-78 J. Clark (NASA/MSFC) 	 Freon Selector Valve Proposal


6-22-78 J. Clark (NASA/MSFC) 	 Drawings SK-60516 and SK-60562 (of


the solar collector temperature
 

sensor installation)
 

6-27-78 	 J. Clark and C. Reichelderfer Harrisonburg, VirginiaSite ISPI


(of Dunham-Bush, Inc.) (no revision)


6-29-78 	 J. Clark and E. Samfield (of Houston, Texas, Site ISPI,


the Univ. of Houston) Revision D
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT


The activities reported below involve heat pump component design, fabrica­

tion and testing, and heat pump package development.


Component Design, Fabrication and Test


I. Turbomachine


(a) 3-Ton Unit


Two units were shipped to Dunham-Bush for test. When tested at AiResearch,


both units exhibited no unusual characteristics. One unit was damaged in ship­

ment, but when bench-tested at Dunham-Bush, it appeared to be satisfactory.


When it was installed and operated in the heat pump system, noise occurred at


approximately 58,000 rpm. The system was shut down and the unit removed. The


second unit was installed and the results were identical, i.e.--noise at 58,000


rpm. The units were returned and examined. One unit appeared to have been out of


balance causing excessive rubbing. The second unit exhibited only minor marks


which may have resulted from rubbing. Both rotors have been rebalanced and one


unit has been built and tested in excess of 60,000 rpm at AiResearch. It was decided


that the Dunham-Bush system would be shipped and set up at AiResearch. This has been


accomplished and testing should begin by mid-July.


(b) 25-Ton Unit


A unit with Increased tie-bolt torque was installed in the system and


tested for several hours at speeds in excess of 38,000 rpm and up as high as


42,000 rpm. No hitting occurred. The unit was disassembled and inspected.


Everything appeared to be in good condition. The unit was cleaned, reassembled


and bench tested. It has been shipped to Dunham-Bush for package tests.


Unit No. 2 will be available for test July 15, 1978.


(c) 75-Ton Unit


Unit No. 2 was tested in the laboratory and exhibited a condition where


the turbine wheel became warm in approximately 2 minutes. This can only be


caused by rubbing. Upon disassembly, it was found that the teflon coating had


not been properly applied and that flaking was occurring causing the bearing


to rub and heat the rotor. New bearings are being fabricated from new material.


The unit should be available for test by mid-July
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2. Motor Controller
 

(a) 3-Ton Controller
 

Tests will be conducted on the heat pump package at AiResearch.


(b) 25-Ton Controller
 

Maximum load, maximum speed tests have been satisfactorily run. The


ability of the motor controller to recover from line voltage interrupts has


also been established. Controller No. I has been shipped to Dunham-Bush while


Controller No. 2 is 30 percent complete.


(c) 75-Ton Controller


Investigation of uneven margin times in the inverter will be concluded


when a motor is availlable.


Controller No. 2 is completed and awaiting checkout. This will be


accomplished when a motor is available.


3. System Controller
 

The interface unit between the system and motor controller has been modi­

fied to output the motor speed signal only after the motor controller ready


signal is received.


4. R-1I Liquid Pump
 

(a) 3-Ton Unit


Three pump units were delivered in March. Testing is now at the subsystems


level.


(b) 25-Ton Unit


Parts have been received for three pumps. One pump has been tested and


shipped to Dunham-Bush. Flow rate for this unit was slightly low because of


internal leakage. Rework of this pump (and the remaining two) is being held


in abeyance pending system test evaluation.


Heat Pump Design, Fabrication and Test


I. Components


Two additional four-way reversing valves have been received for the 3-ton


heat pump for a total of four. The four-way reversing valve for the 25-ton


machine is now promised for June 30 delivery but was not received during the


month.


Two interchangers for the 75-ton machine have been received and are mounted


on the base.
 

Zwl'AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 76-£3110(19) 
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1 
2. Assembly


Two 3-ton heat pumps are assembled and ready for installation of the


turbocompressor and RiI pump. Assembly of the 75-ton units will proceed on a


two shift basis., The turbocompressor, RI-I pump and reversing valve will be


installed in the 25-ton as soon as possible without interference with work on


the 75-ton units.


3. Tests of 3-Ton Heat Pump


A 3-ton turbocompressor and a motor controller were received from


AiResearch on June 21. Although the carton was essentially undamaged and the


contents were well packed for foam plastic, the motor controller was badly


damaged. Components had pulled loose from the mountings and rivets used to


attach the door had sheared off.


A second compressor and motor controller were shipped by AiResearch and


were received at Dunham-Bush on June 22. The first compressor was bench tested


and appeared to operate satisfactorily. The compressor and motor controller
 

were then installed on the 3-ton tested unit and the system was evacuated and


charged with 75 lb of RII.


Tests were started on June 23. With the unit in the cooling mode, speed


of the compressor was raised to 55,000 rpm. Suction lines were getting cold


when a rattling noise started. Slowing the compressor down to about 45,000 rpm


reduced the noise. Increasing the speed caused the noise to return. The com­

pressor was removed from the system. No visible abnormalities were found. A


dial indicator placed on the end of the shaft revealed no runout.


The second turbocompressor was installed in the machine. The heat pump


system was evacuated and charged with 75 lb of Rif. It was again run in the


cooling mode for about 5 minutes at 45,000 rpm. When the speed was increased


to 55,000 rpm, the same noise mentioned previously occurred. When the compres­

sor was slowed down to 45,000 rpm, the noise disappeared but returned when


speed was increased to 55,000 rpm. The motor temperature increased, probably


because of the low pressure differential and insufficient RIf flow through the


motor. At 55,000'rpm, the motor was pulling maximum current. The


current limiter was operating, resulting in speed fluctuation of about 100 to


200 rpm. The turbocompressor was shut down and removed for inspection. Again


there were no visible signs of damage and the rotor turned freely by hand.


Both compressors were returned to AiResearch for analysis. (See Page 8, Section Ia.)
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SITE STATUS CHARTS (ATTACHMENTS)


Chart Title


I Operational Test Site Status


2 Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Lawrenceburg, Tenn.)


2a Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


2b Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Allahre State Park, N.J.)


2c Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


2d Heak Pump Development and Test Schedule (St. Louis, Mo.)


2e Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Los Angeles, Ca.)


2f Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


2g Heat Pump Development and Test Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)


5 Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Allaire State Park, N.J.)


4 Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Allaire State Park, N.J.)


3a Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Lawrenceburg, Tenn.)


4a Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Lawrenceburg, Tenn.)


3b Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


4b Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Harrisonburg, Va.)


3c Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


4c Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Novato, Ca.)


3d Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (St. Louis, Ho.)


4d Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (St. Louis, Mo.)


3f Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


4f Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Houston, Tx.)


3g Operational Test Site Subsystem Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)


4g Operational Test Site Installation Schedule (Las Vegas, Nev.)


5 Heat Pump Delivery Schedule
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HEAT PUMP

NOVATO, CA. SITE-
--
SITE -T:---

-
;I A 
ALLAIRE PARK, N.J. PUM- ;IzL 
SITE I2' .Ih 4t 
CC 
LAWRENCEBURG, TENN.

" = . : ~~SITE .. J+_ I


__ __ __ 
__ 
__ D --
HARRISONBURG, VA. HEATE


'SITE


- -4- ~-------
ST. LOUIS, MO. E


- 'SITE 
LOS ANGELES, CA. HEAT PUMP i 
HOUSTON, TEX. HEAT PUMP


SISTE rF


(0 ;0


LAS VEGAS, NEV. ITEPU iE ,
SITE 
 
H-Heat Pump Assembly, Test and Delivery to Site C-System Installation Checkout


D-System Installation Design T-System Test Operations

B-System Installation Bids I-System Installation


SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL TEST SITE STATUS


-SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: CLAwR4nEAICe&( r) 
OZVELOPMENT/MFG MARCH I APAIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST i SEPTEMBt 
TASKS I 2 3 i I 4 1 1 2 3 A I 3A I 234 I 234 
I. Motor. atOMeIE,po
i
 ,I,


2. Turbo , Corpressor & ii1 
5. Full Current Start Test ? 
11. Fabrication & Assenbly *.' 
1. Turbo - Compressor i Coleta 
2. Controller Co,late I 
S. motor Co,,olet, '-I 
4. Heat -Exchangers Ca~Dlot 
. Wiring Catpit


5.Dutig O
ndP eCo,,plete 
 I7 Assenbly ardiiare _ !I Chess. ' '"-°'y-­
111. SubSvsnt Oeve4opirnt I 
I.'reo,Charge


2. Bear.n Starting


3. learing CooingI 
A. Motor C"oli. I F- I 
S. Motor CalibrationI 

6. Electronic Stability ­

7 Coipressor Calibration


I Turbine Calibration


9 Expansion Valve Calibration ­

10.Pressure Drop


11. PuJno Controls 
12.Freom Inventory i T 
13 Syste, Controller. Inter'ace I 
IV. Subsvstew VerificationI Hea ing Cap:acity (Des~gn po~hx) 
2. Heating Capacity 'Off Design) i 
SCooling Capacity (Desin Pont) 
 i 
A Cooling Capacity (Of- Oesign; I 
5.Over Voltage Test I 
6 Under Voltage Test


t
7. Failhre Modes Snaulat4C z 
a. Govn.rrwyient Inspect.in0 
V. Preparation & Delivery SR C


AIEERHMANUFACTURING COMPANY udrhe~ne 
CHART 2C-13 Date: 4/Z-76 
-SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: -: 
JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBERWVLP9ENT/NFG. AMUCL MAY 
TASKS*~ -T T-r 2rrTrrr -r-­
1. Caoonnt Dov.anont 
1.)otor 
2. Turbo - Cotpressor 
3. Full Current Start Test 
11. Fabrlcatlon & Assonbly 
1. Turbo - Compressor Comilect 
2. Controller 
3. Motor 
A. Heat - Exchangers 
5. Outing ad Pipe 
6. Wiring 
7. Am.ob Narmre 
Caw late 
Como late 
Caplet. 
C Ioto 
Coinplae 
8. Chassis Assembly 
111. Subsystm Dovnoilaont 
I. Froan Charge 
2. Ba ring Starting 
3 Dearing Coolng 
4. Motor Cooling 
5. Motor Calibration 
6. Electronlc Stability 
7.Comprssor Calibrationt 
B. Turbine Calorotion 
9 Expansion VaIyc Caiibration 
10. Prossur. Drop 
i1 Pian Controls 
" IE' LI/ D 
12. Freon Inventory 
13. Systi , Controller, Interface 
IV.Subsystem,Verifiateon 
I Heating Capacity (Design Point) 
2 Meeting Capacity (Off Design) 
3. CoOling Capacity (Design Point) 
A. Cooling Capacity (Off Design) 
5. Over Voltage Test 
6 Under Voltage Test 
7. FoSlure Modes (Sioulated) 
8. Government Inspection 
W. Preparation & Dolvry 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY OrWig;na mks;m on 
Psecudt ltonOFCALIFORNIA 
-CHART 20-' 
* Date. 6-12-7a 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM


HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT ,AND TEST SCHEDULE


UNIT: 3$(L~na 
MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE - jULY ,AUGUST ISEPTEMBERDEVELOPNENT/MFG 
 
TASKS 2 Zi 2 3 4 1 2 I 3 4A 1 3 4 
23 4 I 
	 i 2 3
 

I 	 Coponent Oevelohent 
1. 	 Motor ,t 
2. 	 Turbo - Cipressor ' R "ulZa 
3 	Full Current Start Test


_ 	_ _ _ -I­
TI.Fabrchtinl Asnb.v 
I. Turbo - Compressor 	 cCotmeae I 
 I 

2 Controller ICo olete I I


3 	 motor Iot lat


Meat - Exchanger$ , Complete


5 	Oucting and Pipe Colete

 I


Ccleto
6 	 Wiring 
 
7. 	Aseb IltIarwar* 
a. 	 Chassis Assebiv -
III. Subsystem Jeveone et' 
I 	 Freon Charge I 
2. Bearing Starting i


3 Bearing Cooling I


Motor Cooling I


S Motor Calibration I


6. Electronic StabilityI

 (4 r t U R7 Conpressor Calibration 
 
8 Turbine Calibration


9 Expansion,ValiwtCaliorat on


0 Pressure DropI


II PJfnp Controls I 	 Q 
12.Freon Inventory 	 I I13Ses, Cont°°rolr I~riar­c! 
IV Subsystem Jqercat Onl


I 	Ceating Capacity (Oesign Point) - I ­
2Neeting 'OnfI 
pacity
C 0 1
 

3 Cooling Capacity (Desig1, *oint)' ii 
 
4. Cooling Capacity (Of- Design, I 

5- Over Voltage Test I I


6 	Under Voltage Test I


7 	 Failure Modes (Siiulacedi I I 
a Govormnent Inspec on 0 
V PrepcrStlon & Oelvery i 
V Original rnilie5ont 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY * Su-&ou im tgtone 
OFCALIFORNIA6 V .L..i mA 
CHART 2b


C-15 	 Date- zi­
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SC EDULE 
UNIT: 3-4(o 20 
MARCH jAPRI MAY JUNE JULY tAUGUST !SEPTEMBERDEVELOPMENTI'MFG 
 
TASKS I I 2 3 A 2a 1 23I 1234 1 23
 

I. Caowant DevelIonmant 
1. motor 
2. Turbo - tampressor 
3. Full Current Start Test 
11. Fabrication & Assh blv


1. Turbo . Conuressor i 
Z. Controller


3. motor Come late I I4Host - Exciangers Cannte 
5 Oucting *nd Pipe Comloe a 
6. Wiring !:' t4I


7 Asswb le.,srd~re*


S. Chassis Assembly, 
III. $ubsyste Doeveocrnet OCT t-40.1/ M C JAT- r-.P-
I croon Charge 
H CoaringBearing 
 
Jearing Cli
Srng 
4 Motor Cooling 
S. Motor Calibration


6, Eletronlit Stability I


7 Canprs ssor Calibration


8 Turbine Calibration
 

9. Expansion V.IVe alibratlon


I0.Pressure Drop


I Pump Controls


12 Froon Inventory


I3 Syston, Controller, Inter'act


IV SubsVstwm Varifcatcn 7J

jI Heating Capacity (Design Poin' 
 
2 Heating Capacity 'Of' Design, 
3. Cooling Capacity (Design Point) II


4 Cooling Capacity (OftOesiln,


5. Over Voltage Tost : 
6 Under Voltage Test ­

7 Failure Notes 'S.nslated) " 

A Govrrina Insoction 

V. Preparation I Ollnry 
~V Oriqinol rnl 'tionz 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANYP OFCALIFORNIA 0 echdiuked m1(etmre, 
CHART 2C


- Date:_6-12-70 
C-16


.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: '~.- ouSr 

DEVILOPMENT/MFG MARCH I APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST 1SEPTIENER 
TASKS I 23 I 2 A I 2 35 1 2 3 , 
I. Comvoo.tbvlcmtII 
1. Motor COMPL I t 
2. Turbo - Cospresser 
3. Full Current Start Ti"t A 
I. Fabricstion & Assblv I 
I. Turbo - C oressor Cico 
2 Controller CompIlete 
3. notor j Conlete I 
, Heat - Ezcnao.,.rs Co let 
5 Oucting and Pipe I 
6. Wirung I 
7A ItbitHardware 
n, Chassis Assenibly 
Ij _ _ 
III S.bsvst"r .,,eo-.. - OCT rO4V D C JA-J FE fIAAR APR 
2. learing Starting 
3 Isairug Cooling 
j 
Motor Cml ng 
5. Motor Calibratlon 
6. Electronic Stability 
7 Cunpissor CaibrationI Turbine Calibration I -
10. Pr.ssure Drop 
II. Pur Controls 
I3 Systt Controller, Inter'ne 
IV Subsvsrem Verification+ 
I Meating capacity (0.si9n Poin;) 
2. Hmating Capacity 'Off DlsgnI 
3. Cooling Capacity (Do 0.snPont) 
A. Cooling Capacity (Oft Design, 
S. Over Voltage Test 
6 Under Voltage Ta$t 
7 Pailte Nos 'Silted) 
a Oover'nrint Insactio~n 
V, Prencratlon & Delivery I 
_ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY1l t n 
OF CAuFORNIA 0 Ras"l. A ulec , i ni 
CHART 2d 
' Date: 6 o/Z-76 
C-17 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM


HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE
UNIT: 2 2( asZ a~e-) 
D E V E[LOP MENTi M F C DAMCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY I AUGUST SEPTEMBE. I.. 
.. 2 3 
TASKS 23 4 I z I IjI3 2 3 1 2 4 3 
I.Motor eaquImeDIJor 
 
2. Turbo - C ressor,


3 Full Current Start T t


11. Fabrication & Assmbyl 
1. Turbo - CnPressor I , jestI. 
L Controller i II 
S. motor Cobl


A Meet - Excnongers cmp:ete] =1


5 5ucteng and Pipe Com,[at 
C~let.
6. NeaWiringt - ntger Cam, ate I ti 
7 AssebiwRaravareJI 
8. Cha ss ASl bIv ,A ... '


Ill. Subsysta, 0%velorat jJ~tISJ FW15 WAW. AM NA -1 JU al 
I
I Preon Charge I 
2. Bearing Starting 
3. Searing Cooling I I 
S. Maw.r Calibratilon II 
o.
6. Eectronic Stability )O7
 EO.UI/n.D 
7 Compressor Caihbration 'J 
B Turbine Calibration 

9 Expansion Va1s Calibration 

10.Pressure Drop I


11 PUMp Controls I I


12. Fr"n Inventory I


13 Syste , Controller, Inter'&ce,

 I 
i
IV. Subsystem VrIf,cat,


,


I. Heating Capaity (DOegn Point),I 

2. Heating Capacity 'Of- Design) 

3. Cooling Capacity Desgn Point),


a Cooling Caocity (of, Design),


5. Over Voltage Test - i 
6. Under Voltage TestI


7 Fall,re Nodes (S-Mulatedl


a Govorrent Inspection 0


V. Preaotratlon & Delivery 
V Orignai muilestone 
AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY A Reseb uled mileekona 
OF CALIFORNIA - edule cnlleekn no 0 1 chenuWe rna9 be6a ekpedcied one monbeShu18 the £L.Lauis un1c delver 6e delcu. 
bqycA nge o; %re. 
CHART 2S


Date. S-i2-78C-18 
 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM 
HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE 
UNIT: 71-
OEVELOPMENTIMFG 
TASKS 
MARCH 
1 2 4 
APRIL 
1 z 4 A 
MAY 
I z 3 A 
JUNE 
1 2 , 
JULY 
1I2 3 4 
AUGUST SEP TBER 
1 2 3 4 i1 2 3 -A 
1.Commcent Dvelopnent - . I 
I. Motor 
2. Turbo - Conpros;or 
3. Full Current Start Tatesmlt4 
me,~d 
I. Fabrication & Assembly 
-
1. Turbo - Cmpressor 
2. Controllor 
.3. motor 
Cavelt 
Co let 
Comolo to 
! 
I 
4. moat - E=chmg~rs 
5. Ducting and Pipe 
6. Wiring 
7. Assmb 4. ardiare 
-
j. " 
I ! 
' 
0.Chasss ASsenbly ,. 
£22. Subsystw. O.,op,.wt eEPT Oar 
1. freoo Charge 
2. laring Starting 
3. Bering Cooling 
A. Motor Coolingau 
S. Motor Calibration 
- - I 
6. Electronic Stability 
7. Conpressor Calibration 
8. Turbine Calibration 
9 Expanson Wale Calbration, 
10. Pressure Drop 
11.Pump Controls 
12 Freon Inventory 
13. System, Controller, Intrface 
I 
4 
Z 
IV.Sibsvstn Verlfcatl c,, I tIJOV 06C A 
I Meeting Capacity (Design Point) 
2 Heatino Capacity (Off Design)­
3. Cooling Capacity (Design Point) 
A. Cooling Capacity (Of- Design) 
S. Over Voltage Test 
6. Under Voltage Test 
-
-
7. Falktr nodes fSiii,led) 
I Goveriment Insection0 
V.Preocrotion & Delivery 
OF CALIFORNI* Or inl mile isto 
CHART 2* 
Date:,C-19 
.SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM


HEAT PUMP DEVELOPMENT AND TEST SCHEDULE


UN IT.: 7S- , (L-- VT--2!s) 
JULY ;AUGUST EEPT IBERAPRL MAY JUNEDEVEnENTHMFG. 
TASKS 3 1 1 2 3 A I 2 3 'ji 2 3 4 1 1 a 4 2A 3Z 3 4 
1. Comionent favalopeant 
1.Motor NTROIE 
2. Turbo - C omresort N ! 
3. full Current StarljTsi


U. Fabrication & Asswenbly 
 
-
1, Turbo - Cmrpressor Comp lot, ll lm. . 
2. Control ler Cot. 
S. motor Coslet. ­
4. "gat - Exchanges C=I 
5. Oucttnq and Pip* Conl*te ; 1 i


6. Wiring Caiplete

 I ­7.Alsebly Hardware 
S. Chaos.s Assembly Coop "te 
II! Subsysta" D~veoor,n~t 01=T tNOcv JIZAt4 r-vaQIj A;'r. 
I treon Charge I2. Bearing Starting 
 I3 soaring Cooling 
 
4 motor Cooling I 
5. Motor Calibration 
6. Electronc Stability 
7 Coiwrseor Calibration q r z QUI ED 
8 Turbine Calibration /


9 E=anslon Va]ve Calibration


10 Pressure Drop 
 I 
It Pto Controls I 

12 Frn Inventory


13 System, Controller, Interface 
IV. Subsyste Verificatien,


I Hooting Capacity (Oes$'Point)


2. Meating Capacity toff Design) 
3 Cooling Ca city (Design Point'


A. Coo ling Capac y (Off 0algnjg;


5. Over Voltage Test ­

6. Under Voltage Test


7. Pal lro Modes tSnulaed)


8 Governent Insection 0


V. Procrsteoo I Delivefry -0 
V OriginoaL mllestri 
mlsnAIREStARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY V nriid 
OF CALIFORNIA 0 ResceduleA milestone 
CHART 23 
Date. ___ _'12"-7aa 
C-zO 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE ALttQa STzA/-, /1J 
SUBSYSTEM 
JAN FED MAR APR KAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
" Heat Punip -' 
(See ChartI)I_____ 
" Collector S/S 
I Develop Rec,,ts. 
2 Delivery 
* Storage S/S 
I.Develop Specs. 
2. Procure 
C0 P 
C nPt... 
, -­
-
---­
-
--­
-­
- -­
- - [ 
I 
_ 
-
A_ 
1 
. .. 
____ 
. ... ... 
___ 
A___ 
__._ 
_­
3.Delivery 
0 Data S/S1.Develop ESPI t­
... . 
-I­
......... . -­ ---­ ---­
2. ftevlew & Approve 
3. Procure (__ASA _ 
_"________ __. 
I 
-­ . . . .. ... 
4. Delivery L A.... . . - -_. . . 
* Systm Controller S/S 
I. Manufacture 
-
COMPL ____'_ ] -­ -­
2. Ship to 0/D 
3. Delivery 
a DIM - Preheater 
- - -
! ----­
- -_________ 
I. Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
COvc.LC 
_ 
" 
• 1 
r 
3 Delivery-
OTHER MAJOR COMPONENTS 
Cooling Tower 
I Oaeqlop Specs__-rIL 
__ 
=f 
--­
_ -­
_______ 
2 Procure .­
3. Delivery ___________ 
Auxiliary Heater 
I Develop Specs COAtflrE7 
_____ 
__. 
___________ 
_____ ____ 
_____ _________ 
2. Procure 
3 Deliver _-------­ __ __ 
C 
, 
AWIPA1V 
AOriginal milestone 0 Rescheduled milestone General contractor procured ien 
F 7Chart3 
Date _ _ _ 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTENS 
OPERATIONAL TEbT SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE ALLA/reE %9 j~pz AJ 
INSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG.CONSTRUCTION/HOD 
JAN FEB MAR APR 
-
HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1. Design Com iPLTE 
a. 
b. 
System Req. Inputs 
Design Reviews 
, 
I - -
- -
.. 
-­ - -
2 ConstructionI 
a. Collector Interface A 
I 
I 
b 
c. 
Backup Syst. Interface 
Other Equip Interface 
I 
_ 
- I 
-
A 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
I. A&E Selection COMPLLrar 
fl 
2 
3 
4 
Sys Installation Design 
Select Contrator 
Install Collector S/S 
. 
-
_OfrL- T _-__ 
- -­ . .. .... ( 
_ 
N 5. Install Storage S/S 
6. Install DIM Preheat S/S 
T Install Data S/S-[-
B Install Sys Control S/S 
9. Install Heat Pump S/S 
I 
_ 
.. 
-­
.. 
- _..... 
__ 
----­
___-"­
_ 
_-_ 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
1. Leakage Test -­ - _ I -I - - -
2. Balance Collector Field 
3. Wiring C/O and Test 
4. Functional Test All odes 
5. Instrumcntatlon Verification 
-
-­ - -­
_ 
- _---= 
_ 
-­
-
6 System Turn-On 
7. System Acceptance Tests . 
-
UPERATIOAL TESTING 
l, Data Acquisition 
- . .. .... ... 
. . .. . . . 
2. Schedule Maintenance . 5_P - . .. . 
3. Performance Reports 
- -- A 
A Original milestone 0 Rescheduled milestone 
MIORk.I Chart 6 
Date 2 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE L w rcg, ,Thw 0L 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT Nov DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
" Heat pump 
(See Chart) 
" Collector SIS 
I Develop Reqmts 
2 Delevery 
* Storage S/S 
I.Develop Specs. 
2. Procure 
CO/.l-l.. 
Con:etg 
_ 
-­
r. 
__ 
-
___-_ 
1I 
... 
I 
_____.. 4 
_ 
_ 
-
3. Delivery 
a Data S/S 
o 
I. Develop ISPI 
2 Review &Approve. 
3.Procure 
_ ._ _ _ _ -1 
VAA) 
-1 
- -
_ _ 
__­ --­
. 
._._ 
___ . 
. 
- System Controller S 
I. Manufacture 
2 Ship to D/B NA 
,T_" 
.. .-... .­ -­
3. Delivery 
DIA - Preheater 
I Develop Specs 
-44 
_ 
co PL rE 
2 Procure _ 
___ 
3 DeliveryFOTHER MAJOR COMPONENTS - . ___ - -­ - -
* Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs CO /PL E "8___ ____ ____ 
2 Procure - - - • .. .. 
3 Delivery . - _ --­
a Auxiliary Heater 
I. Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
3 Deliver .. 
/NIA 
NI/A 
L6. ---J_-­ __-._ -
UAftIU iActltU COSCAlu 
A Original Milestone 
g 
0 Rescheduled milestone 
4 I(JRNIAChart 
o General contractor procured item 
34. 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE LAflO2nircb1, , rpgA. 
INSTALLATION/OPERATION JAN FEB MAR APR KAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
TASKS 
BLDG. CONSTRUCTION/MOD L 
i. Design tvAwiPLEE 
_­ - -­
a. System Req. Inputs _______­
b. Design Reviews 
2 Construction I 
a. Collector Interface . . .. 
b Backup Syst. Interface I ,4, 
c. Other Equip Interface ._ 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
I A&L Selection COM eIE/_­
2 Sys. Installation Design Q-__._ 
3 Select Contractor 
. LA 
-
4 Install Collector S/S COMPL­
5. Install Storage S/S 
6 Install OW*Preheat S/S 
7 Install Data S/S 
-­
8 Install Sys Control S/S 
9. Install Meat Pump S/S__-_ 
-
---­__ 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
1.Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field 
3. Wiring C/c and Test 
4 Functional Test All Modes 
. . . .. 
5 Instrumentation Verification 
6. System Turn-On 
7 System Acceptance Tests 
UPERATIONAL TESTING 
I.Data Acquisition -1 ( -
2 Schedule Maintenance 
3 Performance Reports 
-_ 
_ ... A A 
%... ilE[tAiC" MAI.IATURtNO COSANV A Original milestone ORescheduled milestone 
f o~i IA Chart 40, 
Date 67-12-76 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUOSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE


JAN ETBKAN 
SITE 4 lWS 
APR 
A/dCV 
KAY JUN JUL AUG SEP j OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
" Heat Pump 
(See Chart 1) 
* Collector S/S 
I Develop Reqits 
2 DelIvery 
0 Storage S/S 
- COA4AETE 
I Develop Specs. COMJ LEf--_ 
2 Procure 
3. Delivery 
- -
-, 
" 
* Data S/S 
o 
I Develop ISP! 
2. Review & Approve 
3. Procure 
_ _ 
CAsAS 
-A 
_---
I 
0 
4. Delivery 
System Controller SS 
-
(NASA) 
I Manufacture CommP r L 
2. Ship to DIR -­
-
3 Delivery 
0UDW - Preheater 1 
7_ 
1.,Develop Specs C30MP? ~ L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
2 Procure 
3 Delivery _ ___ 
OTHER MAJOR COMPONENTS 
0 0 -
. 
)___ ___ 
*Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs PMP_ C --­
2. Procure 
-­
-­
3. Delivery 4m- L"-­ - 4 
* Auxiliary Heater 
I Develop Specs .A]/ .. . . 
2. Procure 
3. Deliver 
-
A Original milestone 0 Rescheduled milestone 
Chart 3Date 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE d4V2flAERLV2(& t~ 
INSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG CONSTRUCTION/MO 
JAM FEB MAR APR KAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
I. Design 
a. Systm Req, Inputs -­
- - _ _ -. 
__/__I..-... 
b. Design Reviews 
2. Cons truction 
a. Collector Interface i! ----­
b. Backup Syst. Interface 
C. Other Equip. Interface 
.. I 
. .. . 
_ 
4 _ _ _­
--
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
o 
1 
1) 
1. A&E Selection 
2. Sys. Installation Design 
3,Select Contractor 
4. Install Collector S/S 
5 Install Storage S/Si_-­
6. Install OW Preheat S/S 
7. Install Data S/S 
8 Install Sys. Control S/S 
e 
ODAi/ LE 
/1A 
-
.......... 
.. 
.. 
-
........ 
. 
... 
.-1F . 
.. 
. 
. 
. -
-
-­
____ 
_-­
_ _ 
_ _ 
9. Install Heat Pump S/S - .-­
_ 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
I. Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field 
.____ 
-
- -'" 
-
3 WIring C/O and Test ... .. . ..... 
_ _ 
4. Functional Test All Modes 
-­
5 Instrunentation Verification -­
6. System Turn-COn 
7 System Acceptance Tests 
. ... . . 
_ __.. .. 
OPERATIONAL TESTING 
I.Data Acquisition 
2. Schedule Maintenance T"FD 
-­
- - - -
3 Performance Reports 
CA00, 
A Original Milestone 0 Rescheduled Milestone 
Chart 4b 
Date 5-AZ&. 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOL G SUBSYSTEMS


OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE


SITE ALOVArh. CAL/P. 
JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
* Heat Pump 
(See Chart 1) 
" Collector S/S 
1. Develop Regits, 
2.Delivery__ 
__ 
rOPLe ____________ 
___ 
____ 
___ ____ ____ 
* Storage S/S 
1. Develop Specs
2. Procure 
-
3. Delivery 
" Data S/S 
I_­
i.Develop ISPI 
2. Review & Approve 
3. Procure 
. eSA -. 
4. Delivery 
a System Controller S/S 
I Manufacture 
W A-. . . . . . .. -
2. Ship to 0/B 
3. Delivery 
SDIM, - Preheater I 
___ - - - ___ 
.___ __4 
-
2 
Develop 
Procure 
Specs ComP14I&_ 
__­ .... . .. 
_ 
. 
OTHER MJOR COHPONENTS 
Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs A_/A ..... 
2.3. ProcureDelivery NIA 
* Auxiliary Heater 
I Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
___-_---­
3. Deliver 
_ __ 
F 
MetSC~RO MACUFACIJI C N 
. Original Milestone 0 Rescheduled Milestone 0 General contractor procured item 
Chart 3V 
Date X______ 
INSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
SLOG. CONSTRUCTION/MOD


I. Design 
a. System Req. Inputs 
 
b. Design Reviews 
 
2. Construction 
a Collector Interface 
 
b. Backup Syst Interface 
 
c. Other Equip Interface 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION


I ALE Selection 
 
2 Sys. Installation Design 
 
3, Select Contractor


4. Install Collector S/S


5. Install Storage S/S 
 
6. Install DWU Preheat S/S


7. Install Data S/S 
 
8. Install Sys. Control S/S 
 
9. Install Heat Pum S/S 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT


I Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field


3 Wiring C/O and Test 
 
4. Functional Test All Modes


5 Instrumentation VerificatIon


6 System Turn-On


7. System Acceptance Tests


OPERATIONAL TESTING


l Data Acquisition 
 
2 Schedule Maintenance 
 
3 Performance Reports 
 
SOLAR HEATING ANDCOOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE HOlemJr Ckt.I-
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
E 
-­ ,_ 
. 
-
-_._ ( _._ _ _ ' __ 
I [O.-­
-­
-­ -
.. .. A 0__ 
, -­ _ _ ____ 
_____.___ 
-_-__ 
-­
-
-
_ 
. ... 
-­ -­
____ _____ 
_­ -­
*T5D = 7---­
1/22 
A~flSACIWitAMI&51~ COWAHYChart 
Date 
4d
-12-76i 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
_17 9 SITE t­ 197L6 
JAN FEB HAN APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM I 
* Heat Pump 
(Se Charti)1 ) I 
* Collector S/S -
I. Develop Reqnts -­ [ CovjF - T72-. 
2 Delivery ---­ _--_ 
" Storage S/S 
I Develop Specs I| 
2. Procure 
3 Delivery . .. . .... 
* Data S/S 
I Develop ISPI _ _ 
i0 2 Review & Approve - ,-
I 3.Procure sc -, AASA 
4. Delivery N S 
* System Controller S/S 
I. Manufacture -
2 Ship to D/B .__ i _ 
3. Delivery_ _ 
* DO1 - Preheater I 
I Develop Specs -_ 
2 Procure .. 
3 Delivery 0 
OTHER 4AJOR COMPONENTS 
Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs - - _. ___ -- CtMPL S 
2. Procure __ ..-... - -
3. Delivery -­ . _ 
* Auxiliary Heater 
I Develop Specs - -
2. Procure WA 
3. Deliver / _ _ -. + 
Chart 
Date 4-2-5 
___ ___  __ ___ 
__ /979 .~SITE 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMSOPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
.57 otuS. Mo 1T' -
IHSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG. CONSTRUCTION/HOD 
1. Design 
a System Req Inputs 
b. Design Reviews 
2. Construction 
JAN FEB MAR 
"P1 
APR KAY 
-­ '--
JUN 
--
C 
C 
JUL 
vp 
I€/ F 
AUG SEP 
--
OCT 
I-/- I 
Nov 
---
DEC 
-
a. Collector Interface 
b. Backup Syst. Interface 
c. Other Equip. Interface 
____­
-
____ 
.. 
-I 
.. 
-­
----
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
-
I. A&E Selection 
2. Sys Installation Design 
5, Select Contractor 
4. Install Collector S/S.­
t-
S 
-- N 
20 
'A_ 
-P­
- . 
__ 
5. Install Storage S/S 
6. Install Dh1APreheat S/S 
7. Install Data S/S 
8 Install Sys. Control S/S 
9. Install Heat Pump S/S 
. . ... 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
I 
2 
Leakage Test 
Balance Collector Field 
3. Wiring C/O and Test 
4 Functional Test All Modes 
5. InstrunmentatIon Verification 
_ 
--­
-
6. System Turn-Or 
7 System Acceptance Tests 
OPERATIONAL TESTING 
I.Data Acquisition 
2 Schedule Maintenance 
3. Performance Reports 
TZD 
. .. . . . . . 
-
. A /_ 
Chart 4d


Date 41~ 
SOLAR HEATING ANDCOOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
JA f FEB -A 
SITE ___U_ 
APR 
TQ1__,__ 
MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
J 
* Heat Pump 
(See Chart I) 
" Collector S/S 
I 
2 Delivery 
" Storage S/S 
1. Develop Specs. 
__..... 
C iI­71­ ... .. 
2. Procure 
3 Delivery/ 
* Data S/S 
I Develop ISP! (1/-15-77) 
2 Review & Approve 
.. 
-_--__ __ I ----­
-_ 
_ 
3. Procure r-1A -­
4. Delivery 
* Systen Controller S/S 
(JAS -)1... I . 
I Manufacture 
2 Ship to D/s 
3. Delivery 
COAM4 
_ 
ETJ... ___ 
.- 6-­ -----­
* D. - Preheater 
I Develop SpecsI­ _ 
2 Procure 
OTHER MAJOR COMPONENTS 
Cooling Tower 
I Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
3. Delivery 
o Auxiliary Heater 
1. Develop Specs 
2 Procure 
-
_ 
--­,' -/A 
A_ 
-.. 
-­
- . 
low-_-_ 
-
. 
_-­ ... -. . 
_ 
3 Deliver W/A 
A Original milestone 0 Rescheduled milestone 
Chart 3PF 
Date K,170~. 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE /4oLSltJ., 
_ae 
INSTALLATION/OPERATION 
TASKS
BLDG. CONSTRUCTION/MOO 
JAN FEB MAN APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
I.Design 
a. System Req. Inputs 
b. Design Reviews 
CoMPL­
( JASA') 
i­
-I --­
_____­
____ 
2. Construction 
a. Collector Interface__ 
b. Backup Syst. Interface 
c. Other Equip. Interface 
.±/­
-
I I 
9 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
. A&E Selection AA 
2 Sys. Installation Design 
3. Select Contractor 
4. Install Collector S/S 
5.Install Storage S/S6. Install DI. Preheat S/S 
C 
---
iO:MLE-TE 13 
P L 
-­
-­
-
-­
-
_____-_' 
7 Install Data S/S 
B. Install Sys Control S/S 
9. Install Heat Pump S/S 
-­ . 
-­
. 
-
_ 
SYSTEM CHECKOUT 
1. Leakage Test 
2 Balance Collector Field 
3. Wiring C/O and Test 
4. Functional Test All Nodes 
5. Instrumentation Verification 
-
6 System Turn-On 
. 
-­
_ - __ 
-­
_ 
7 System Acceptance Tests 
OPERATIONAL TESTING 
I. Data Acquisition 
2.Schedule Maintenance 
3. Performance Reports CIo/ Tw. yA 
D--_ 
-
_ ___ ( / 
- -
A Original milestone 0 Rescheduled milestone 0 Except for Instrumentation 
ai Chart 
Datea 
P 
/r 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE SUBSYSTEM SCHEDULE 
SITE A i A r;v 
JAN FED MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCt NOV DEC 
SUBSYSTEM 
0 Heat Pump 
(See Chart I)
- Collector S/5 
1. Develop R."/ts 
_ 
O P /3I 
_ A 
-
e 
2,Delivery 
Storage S/S 
_ 
i 
1. Develop~Specs. 
2. Procure 
____. 
_ 
- -­ ____ 
3 Delivery 
* Data S/S 
1. Develop ISPI C'z-7r)(12-12-7-) 
2 R e v iew & A p p r o v e 
3. Procure 
4.Delivery6 System Controller Sys 
"NASA) 
. . . 
_ 
_ 
_ _ _-_ _-­
___ 
___ !I .. 
-
1 
. 
" ""_ 
.. 
_ _ 
. . 
1.Manufacture 
2. Ship to D/8 
3. DeliveryA 
0 DW - Preheater 
I.Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
3 , Delivery 
OTHER MAJOR COMPONENTS 
* Cooling Tower 
. 
CjMP 
__ ____ 
_" 
_ --­__ -­_ _ 
-Z 
- -
- .. 
___­ _ - - ! 
. . . . . _-­ . . . .. 
____o_ 
I Develop Specs 
2. Procure 
3. Delivery_ 
* Auxiliary Heater 
I. Develop Specs 
2.Procure 
-CL4~ 
.. 
N/A 
NZA 
7_____ FEY___ 
_ 
. 
_ _ _ 
• 
___ 
3. Deliver 
A 
- =NA 
Original Milestone 0 Rescheduled Milestone C General contractor procured item S Chart 359 
Date £At1 a. 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING SUBSYSTEMS 
OPERATIONAL TEST SITE INSTALLATION SCHEDULE 
SITE /' .S , 
INSTALATION/OPERATION 
TASKS 
BLDG. CONSTRUCTION/OD L 
JAN FEB MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
I. Design 1 b m 
-­
a. System, Req Inputs-­
b. Design Reviews (jASq) -
-
- -­ --­
-­
- ____ - -
2. Construction 
a. Collector Interface 
b Backup Syst. Interface 
c. Other Equip. Interface 
N I 
_________ 
I i ,! , 
SOLAR SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
-
I A&E Selection 
____--­
______._ 
2. Sys. Installation Design 
3, Select Contractor .... 
COM 
P .ZE. 
-
I -­ -i 
0 
L, 
4. Install Collector S/S 
5 Install Storage S/S 
6. Install DI Preheat S/S 
7. Install Data S/S 
8. Install Sys Control S/S 
9 Install Heat Pump s/g-_ 
-S--
SYSTEM CHECKOUT I i 
I. Leakage Test 
2. Balance Collector Field 
3.Wiring C/O and Test 
A. Functional Test All Modes 
---­
-
_ 
_-­ -­ / 
5. Instrumentatlon Verification 
6 System Turn-On 
-­
-­
-
_ -
.___ -
___-­ _ 
7. System Acceptance Tests - - ___ 
--
UPERATIONAL TESTING It 
1. Data Acquisition 
2. Schedule Maintenance 
. ,..._ 
TOD 
3. Performance Reports 
_ _ __ l____Erc-
A Original milestone 0 Rescheduled Milestone 
ca aChart 43 
Date 
o 	 Heat Test 
Turbocor- Motor Freon Pump Start Time, Test Ship Intended 
Size Unit pressor Control Pump Complete Test Weeks Complete Date Site 
3 Ton #1 Returned Returned Returned Complete 7-l3* 4 - 8-10 8-17 Lawrenceburg, TN 
Ox #2 7-20 7-20 7-20 7-28 7-31 4 8-25 8-31 Harrisonburg, VA 
f3 7-27 7-27 7-27 8-4 8-28 4 9-25 10-2 Allaire Park, N.J._ 
#4 8-15 8-15 8-15 9-15 9-25 4 10-25 1I-I Novato, CA 
25 Ton #1 Shipped Shipped Shipped 7-28 12-15* 14 3-30 4-7 St. Louis, MO 
G)
0 
< 
 f2 8-I 9-1 8-1 JO-I 3-30 6 5-15 5-22 Los Angeles, CA


M 75 Ton #1 Shipped 7-20 Rec. 7-24 7-24 6 8-31 9-9 Houston, TX


#2 7-28 7-28 Rec. 9-5 9-5 13 12-5 12-12 Las Vegas, NV


z


z *Testing of the 25-ton system will start earlier if a break occurs in the 75-ton system testing.


0 
**At AResearch


0 
0n


z


